Kirchner’s Pest Control
3830 Columbia Ave. Mountville, PA 17554
285-9115

Preparation notice & requirements for: Service for bedbugs

Service address_________________________________________________________

Service date: ___________________________ Service time: __________

1. Mattress and box springs stripped of all bedding & placed on their sides.
2. Bed frames disassembled.
3. Outlet covers and switch plates removed.
4. Pictures and decorations off the wall and placed on the floor.
5. In extreme conditions carpet should be pulled back and off tack strips.
6. Bed bug proof bags for mattresses & boxsprings should be purchased & installed after first application.
7. Wash all laundry & bed linens in HOT water, double the dryer time.

Note: Spritz bottles of rubbing alcohol will kill without flushing bedbugs into wall voids & subflooring.

Our Pest Control Technicians have been instructed NOT TO SPRAY your premises unless preparation requirements have been completed.

Thank you for your cooperation.